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1 INTRODUCTION 

The equivalence of power spectra of' atmospheric turbulente* measured on 
an aircraft and at a fixed point is a matter of considerable interest to the 
aircraft engineer, sinte, if such equivalence can be established, it greatly 
enlarges the scope for obtaining low altitude turbulente data for aircraft 
purposes. The theoretical background to this approach is provided by a papper 
by G.I. Taylor' in which he discusses the,connection between the correlation 
of vertical measurements at two points in space, lying along the path of a 
turbulent airstream, and the turbulente spettrum at a fixed point in the 
stream. Taylor shows that the space correlation function and the turbulente 
spettrum are Pourier trans2forms of each other. His conclusions have been 
verified by L.F.G. Simmons in wind tunnel experiments in nhich turbulente was 
generated by a grid upstream of the measuring points. There is, however, a 
considerable step to be taken in applying Taylor's hypothesis to aircraft and 
fixed point measurements. The turbulente is non no longer generated at a 
single source but at a series of sources, mechanical or thermal; thus, the 
homogeneity of the terrain becomes an important factor. In some cases, the 
turbulente is generated continuously by wind shear between different layers of' 
the atmosphere. In this tontext, Lin3 has suggested a limitation at the low 
frequency end of the spettrum to the range of frequency over mhich Taylor's 
hypothesis applies. A further consideration in applying Tajrlor's hypothesis 
to aircraft and fixed point measurements is the stationarity of the turbulente 
with respect to time. Fixed point measurements need to extend over a period 
of the order of at least one hour to cover the frequency range of interest to 
the aircraft engineer, and slovr changes in meteorologital conditions could 
mel1 occur during a period of this duration vjhich would invslidatc the 
application of tho hypothesis. 

To date tomparisons of tovmer (or equivalent 
gust spectra havo-been made by R.&. Jones4 

fixed point) and aircraft 
using airc 

ZY 
aft measurements made by 

Crane and Chilton3; and by Lappe, Davidson and Motess . The former tompares 
spectra obtained in different parts of the vrorld and aims only ct a general 
tomparison of the shapes; within this scope the tomparison is quite promising. 
The tomparison made by Lappe, Davidson and Notess is much more comprehensive 
and is based on concurrent measurements on an aircrait and on each in turn of 
three towers situated in different types of terrain. 11easurements include 
vertical and horizontal components of turbulente. The results are of 
considerable interest, although not altogether conclusive, sinte aircraf't 
measurements were made at heights slightly greater than those of the tower 
measurements, so that direct tomparison is not possible (lowest aircraft 
measurements at 400 ft, highest toner messurement at 300 ft). Results indicate 
that st wavelengths of the order or" 800 ft or longer, i.e. at the low irequency 
end of the spectra, the aircraft detects more turbulent energy than does the 
toner. At smaller asvelengths agreement is good. Differentes a-t the low 
frequency end of the spectra do not appear to vary consistently, nor can they 
be simply related to the degree of non-homogeneity of the terrain. 

* The poner spettrum of atmospheric turbulente shows the contribution of 
different frequencies of turbulent airflon to the mean square velocity of the 
turbulente. The total area under the curve is the mean square velocity, 
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2 OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENT 

This note describes a first attempt in the United Kingdom to obtain 
concurrent spectra 0 f the vertical component of atmospheric turbulente from 
aircraft and fixed point measurements. A specially instrumented Canberra v:as 
florin at Cardington in the neighbourhood of a captive balloon, to the cable of 
:rhich special turbulente measuring instrumentation was attached. Hesults are 
given here for the f'irst flight made on July 27th, 1960. Igeasurements '17ere 
made at three heights, 200, 500 and 1000 ft above ground. The balloon cable 
measurements cover a period of one hour, during which time the aircraft made 
several runs past the balloon. Each run was of' 2 minutes duration and was made 
into wind covering a distance of Il& miles. The period of retording on the 
belloon cable and the length of the aircraft runs vrere chosen so that the 
analysis would cover a range of wavelength from 8000 Pt to 50 ft for both 
aircraft and balloon cable measurements mith roughly the same accuracy. 

2.1 Instrumentation 

Instrumentation for the balloon cable is described by J.I.P. Jones and 
H.E. Buller7. Briefly it consisted of balanced vanes nhich Fv'ere faced into 
v.rind by a neathercock action. These vanes were hinged about a horizontal axis 
so that they rotated according to the inclination of the nind. Although the 
results, therefore, refer strictly to fluctuations of nind inclination they 
are considered ap 

t3 
roximstely applicable to the vertical component of the 

turbulent iiirflo~i'. 

The sensing of the turbulente from the aircraft v:as achieved by means of 
differential pressure measurements on a nose-probe, th8 fomvard end of which 
consisted of a semi-spherical head with orifices at 45 to the longitudinal 
axis of flight. Differentes in pressures at these orifices activated pressure 
capsules fitted immediately behind the orifices. Corrections bad to be made to 
these probe measurements for the pitching and vertical trnnslation of' the air- 
craft itself nhich could introduce spurious effects, often of considerable 
magnitude. This necessitated a high degree of accuracy in the measurements of 
pitch and acceleration (the latter vras integrated to give vertical velocity). 

2.2 Topographx 

The terrain in the vicinity of Cardington consists mainly of flat 
agricultural land. All runs nere made over this type of terrain; the trsck 
avoided villages and tovrns but passed over occasional farm buildings and 
trees. Thus the terrain could be considered fairly homogeneous for the 
purposes of the experiment, elthough more homogeneous terrnin could be found, 
for example, in the Norfolk fens or in the North African desert. 

2.3 Meteorologital conditions 

Details of the meteorologital observations are given in Appendix 1. The 
measurements nere made during the late morning of July 27th, 1960. Turbulente 
was slight to moderate and was probably due primarily to thermal rsther than to 
mechanical causes. The nind nas light, 5 to 7 knots, nith very little shear 
from ground to a height of 1000 ft. (Yind measurements nere not made above 
this height.) Instability of the loner atmosphere via.5 indiceted by a slightly 
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unstablo lapse rate, 3.2°C/1000 ft as measured by the aircraft betaeen 200 and 
1000 ft; and by the build-up of cumulus cloud from 3/8 to 6/8 during the course 
of the experiment. Neteorological conditiono did not vary much otherwise; mean 
nind speed y[as fairly constant elthough there i:a s a slight shift in wind 
direction belon 200 ft (of the order* of 10'); ground temperature increased by 
0.5'C during the period of measurement. 

2.4 Data redaction 

It is not proposed to distuss this matter in detail. All recorclings were 
obtained originally in continuous trace form and t:ere digitised at discrete 
intervals of' time by punching the height of the trace above the datum on to 
Hollerith cerds. The intervals of time chosen vere 1/20th set for the aircraft 
and 2.42 SES for the belloon. The power spettrum zas obtained from the Fourier 
transform of the ,-.uto-correlation f'unction, the computation being carried out 
by DEUCE and Mercury. A number of processes nere included to refine the accuracy 
of the poner estimates; these included "pre-YThitening" and "hanning"8. 
Bcartlett's smoothed periodagram 9 vas used in the analysis of the balloon 
measurements. The analysis for both sircrait and balloon was repeated with 
the digitised readings addod in non-overlapping groups oi four to obtain more 
refined data at the 10~ frequency end of the spectra. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Comparison of po:ier spectra 

Figs.1, 2 and 3 sho;r the power spectra obtained from the aircreft and 
balloon oable at heights of 200, 500 and 1000 f't. Rt aavelengths of a fe3 
hundred feet or less, in the part of the spettrum nhere energy is mainly 
transported nithout gain or loss, agreement tends to be quite good, particularly 
at the greater heights. At longer aavelengths, approaching the enerpJ input 
end of the spettrum, there appears to be a tendency for the aircraft to detect 
more turbulent energy than the balloon cable. At very long wavelengths, of the 
order of 5000 ft, the spectra tend to come together ayain, but the accuracy of 
resulk for such long aavelengths (or laz frequencies Y is qucstionable, 
especially in the case of the sircraft. Thus, despite the homogeneity of the 
terrain, the aircraft has cncountered sliqhtly more turbulent energy by flying 
over different input sources than is carried in the airstream past the balloon 
cable. These results are in agreement rrith those of Lappc, Davidson and 
Notess, although there appears to be a tendency in the present results for the 
range in Rhich the aircraft encounters more energy to extend to smzJ.ler 
rravelengths, particularly IThen the aircraft flies vcry lovr donn. 

So far emphasis has been laid on the differentes between aircraft and 
belloon cable measurements. In point of fatt, there are some interesting 
similarities. In pcrticular, if a tomparison is made of the shapes of the 
spectra at hcights of 200 and 1000 ft, both aircraft and balloon cable spectra 
at 200 ft shorr a greater tendency to flatten out at the low frequencies than 
do the spectra at 1000 ft. This implics thst the scale of the turbulente is 
less at 200 t than at 1000 ft, a result to be expected from enrlier tower 
measurements f ' but not so far confirmed by aircraft measurements. Best fit 
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of the standard expression used in the U.S.A.* is given by L = 400 ft for the 
200 ft height spectrs and L = 920 ft for the 1000 ft; corresponding root mean 
sqwxe velocities are 3.08 and 3.46 ft/sec respectively. 

3.2 Difficulties in methods of deriving gust velocity pover spectrn 

The folloning drawbacks ccame to light in the course of the analysis:- 

3.2.1 Balloon cable messurements 

The instrumentation was not plnnned for obtaining poner spectrs over the 
renge of interest to eircreft engineers and the traces conteined unwanted high 
frequencies. The poner at these frequencies r-rould heve "aliased" or "folded" 
into the frequency band of interest, causing erroneous results, had not the 
retords been faired out by hand before being read. This fairing by hand is 
not altogether a sotisfactory process hol;vever, as it relies too much on 
individual judgment. 

A firther difficulty arose nith regerd to the balloon cable measurements 
in that the trind was rnther light (10 ft/sec), xith the result that the vertical 
gust velocity at times exgeeded the horisontal gust velocity causing the vane 
to come up against the 45 stops. Some of the peak gusts had to be filled in 
by gueswork. This 172.5 enly a rare occurrence however, and is not thought 
likely to nffect the derived por:rer soectrc significantly. It does, horiever, 
point to limitations in the range of turbulcnce conditions that can be covered 
by toner or belloon cable mensurements. In later tests E: further limitation 
with regard to nind speeds rias apparent in that at speeds of 25 ft/sec or 
greater ths retords contained spurious signals due to cable oscillation. This 
limitntion nould not, hoTever, apply to tozer measurements. 

3.2.2 Aircraft messurements 

The main drawback to this metbod of obtaining power spectra of the 
vertical component of turbulente is the difficulty in measuring the nircraft 
motions with sufficient eccurxy at very low frequencies. Very careful 
instrumentation is required if the vertic‘al component of turbulente derived 
from the corrected probe readings is not to contain spurious lineer or very 
1017 frcquency trends originating from gyro drift and from errors in the zero 
datum of the acceleration which accumulate xhen integrateti~". The resulting 
errors limit the range of mavelength over which the aircraft measurements are 
valid. Further insccuracies of a stetistical nature arise in the determination 

:;: 
2 L (1 + 3n2 L21 G(R) = sr ; 

(1 + n2 L2)* 

nhere n 2 is the mean square gust velocity, L the scale of the turbulente and 
Cl the space frequency in radians per unit length. 

*a Similar effects v?ere observed in the onclysis of the B-66B results 10 . 
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of the low f'requency end of' the spettrum due to the shortage of the sample. It 
is difficult to get a long enough sample of turbulente over homogeneous 
terrain. 

4 coNcLusIoNs 

Power spectra of the vertical component of turbulente measured 
concurrently on an aircraft and on the cable of a captive balloon were found 
to be in quite good agreement particularly at short wavelengths (less than a 
few hundred f'eet). The tomparisons refer to a single occasion only when 
observations were made at heights of 200, 500 and 1000 ft in conditions of 
light nind and slight instability. At longer wavelengths the aircraft mas 
found to detect slightly more turbulent energy than that indicated by the 
fixed point measurements. 

Both methods have their limitations: the balloon cable measurements ccn 
only be nade over a limited range of vrind speeds; the aaveband covered by the 
aircraft measurements is limited at the 10~ frequency end by inaccuracies in 
the instrumentation. 

5 FURTHER YORK 

I$ore tomparisons are required to substantiate results obtained so far 
and to cover different meteorologital conditions and terrain. It is planned 
to extend this nork to include concurrent messurements made mith the Institute 
of Neteorology, Darmstadt, Germany, who are proposing a programme of power 
spettrum measurements in vertical and horizontal planes on a tolver at Darmstadt. 
As their instrumentation is specially designed with power spectral analysis in 
mind, it is hoped that some oi the difficulties inherent in the Cardington 
balloon cable experiment will be overcome. 
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APPENDIX 1 

METiZOROLOGIC& CONDITIONS ON 27TH JULY, 1960, AT CARDINGTON 
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